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INSTALLATION OVERVIEW & PARTS LIST

F1 Latchbolt F2 Latchbolt 
2-3/4"

(70mm)
2-3/8"

(60mm)

Measure distance between the center 
of the hole to the edge of door:
Use F1 if 2-3/8"(60mm) or F2 if  2-3/4"(70mm)
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Adhesive

Battery Cover

BM4 × 8MM Screw

Interior Assembly
Mounting Plate

Interior Adhesive

Strike Plate
KA4 x 20MM Screw

Locking Pin

Spindle

Exterior  Adhesive

Exterior Assembly

Keys

Latch

BM4 x 32MM Screw

This lock can be installed for both right swing and left swing 
doors. The lock ships ready for a right swing door installation. 
If you wish you to change the orientation for a left swing door, 
follow step by steps instructions as provided on Installation 
Manual.
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Activation Card

LOCKLY.COM | HOTLINE: +1(669) 500-8835 | EMAIL: HELP@LOCKLY.COM

AUTHENTIC LOCKLY PRODUCT | DESIGNED IN USA | CARD IS PRINTED WITH A SPECIFIC PATTERN

SECURE ADDITIONAL DOORS AT A DISCOUNT:  HTTP://WWW.LOCKLY.COM/MORE
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3.2

Use the provided pin insert 
(R) to push the metal pin 
located at the 3 o’clock of 
the the base handle, then 
the other pin at 9 o’clock 
position. Remove the handle 
once the pins are compressed. 









Exterior

STEP 5: INSTALLING THE LOCK (EXTERIOR)

Install the exterior lock as shown 
to the left by aligning the lock 
straight and passing the cable and 
attached rods through the lockset.

5.1

Pass the Spindle (C) through 
the center of the lockset, and 
the round rods through the sides 
in their respective holes. The cable 
should run underneath the lockset.

5.2

Align the lock straight and press 
hard (if you use the Adhesive tape 
in step 4.4) to secure the top of the 
lock.

5.3





6.3

O
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Screw (O)

Screw (O)

6.4

Pull the cable from the lock exterior 
through the rectangular hole 
underneath the positioning rods 
and spindle.

Secure the hole above the
spindle with screws (O).

Remove the position rods (V) 
and replace them with screws (O) 
Tighten clockwise until the  mounting 
plate is secure. 



Plug the cable that is coming through 
the door into the lock interior. Make sure 
you match the direction of the plug 
correctly and matching the red side of 
the plug with the red side on the lock. 
Secure the connection by ensuring the 
snap is inserted tightly.

6.5

Align the square rod to the lock interior 
and attach the Interior lock to the Interior 
mounting plate.

While you are doing so, gently push
some of the excess cable through the
rectangular hole into the door.

Place the remaining cable against the
interior side of the lock interior so the
lock interior sits securely onto the
mounting plate.       

6.6

In case you need to reinstall the lock and 
disconnect the cable, make sure to press 
the snap to release the plug before carefully 
pulling it out. Do not force to pull the plug as 
this may result to lose connection and 
damage the lock. 

Make sure the cable
is away and not tangling 
with the square rod (C)
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P (3X)

Once the lock interior is flush against the 
mounting plate, secure the lock to the 
plate by screwing clockwise using 
provided screws (P).

6.7

Insert 4 AA batteries into the lock by
aligning the positive (+) and negative (-)
orientation markings on the batteries to
the battery chamber.

Secure the battery cover by sliding the
cover over the lock and turning the screw
clockwise on top until tight.      

6.8



STEP 7: INSTALLING THE DOOR STRIKE

HG（2X）

Make sure the slanted side of Latchbolt (F1/F2) is closing against 
the slanted part of Strike Plate (H) before fixing it on to door frame.
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DOOR STRIKE INSTALLATION

Close your door to see if your lock closes securely with your existing door strike. If the lock closes
securely, you may keep the existing door strike without removing the old hardware. However, it’s 
recommended that you use our door strike. 












